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PRICING: Prices shown are the unit price for the quantity stated. Further discounts on larger quantities are available on request.
MARKING: Unless otherwise stated, prices quoted include marking in one position in one colour, for the first branding method listed.
For digital prices please contact us for details. *Product is only supplied with a H2O Active bottle and cannot be sold separately. †Non stocked trans 
colours available from 5000 pieces.

The H2O Active range of sports bottles offers you high quality, vibrant glossy colour and great branding opportunities for your brand. 
Plus, the bottle is made in Britain!

Dome lid
With a soft-feel mouthpiece

You can even mix and match the components 
of your lid, with 11 solid colours and 7 
translucent colours to choose from!*

Flip Lid 
With a secure closure

Bottle Collar with Lanyard                                             DR1511
Branding method: Transfer
Product colours: Collar: Black, blue, red, white. Lanyard: 
Black, blue, red, white
Dimensions (mm): 480 x 20
Branding dimensions (mm): 350 x 15

Price to add to your bottle: £1.20

Bottle Collar with Jumbo Ad-Loop®                            DR1507
Branding method: Flexographic print
Product colours: Collar: Black, blue, red, white. Ad-Loop 
underside and end cap: Black, blue, green, orange, red, white, 
yellow. Ribbon: Fluorescent orange, fluorescent yellow, orange, 
white, yellow.
Dimensions (mm): 300 x 8
Branding dimensions (mm): 240 x 7

Price to add to your bottle: 95p

Shaker Ball                                                                      DR1627
The Shaker Ball turns your branded H2O Active Sports 
Bottle into a protein shaker or drinks mixer. It’s made from 
hardwearing polypropylene and has a slatted design to help mix 
the drink quickly, without any lumps.
The Shaker Ball is top-rack dishwasher safe.*
Product colour: White

Price to add to your bottle: 39p

CHOOSE YOUR BOTTLE1

ADD AN ACCESSORY3

MIX & MATCH YOUR LIDS2

Tempo® 
Base®

Bop® 

Pulse®

Solid:

Trans:

Stocked Non-stocked †

New trans colours!
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Fruit Infuser                                                                     DR1626
The Fruit Infuser is designed to work with all bottles in our H2O 
Active range and will add extra value to your branded bottle. It’s 
now available in an extended range of translucent colours.
The top of the infuser sits securely in the neck of the bottle and 
is perfect for adding fruit to infuse the water with fiavour. 
It’s made in the UK from durable polypropylene and is 
dishwasher safe.*
Product colours: Stocked colours: Trans blue, trans lime, trans 
orange, trans pink, trans red, trans white. Non-stocked colours: 
Trans aqua, trans purple.

Price to add to your bottle: 99p

Turn over to view our H2O Active ®  range of sports bottles. 
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H2O Active ® : Bop®  Sports Bottle                               DR1513
The Bop Bottle features flnger grips down one side, making it 
easy for the user to hold. It’s made from recyclable PET material 
and is available in a choice of translucent colours, plus glossy 
white. Choose from two lid styles and then select your lid 
component colours to suit your brand. BPA free. 500ml capacity.
Branding methods: Screen
Product colours: Bottle: Clear, trans blue, trans charcoal, trans 
lime, trans purple, white. 
Lid components: Aqua, black, blue, green, lime, orange, pink, 
purple, red, trans blue, trans lime, trans orange, trans pink, 
trans red, white, yellow. Non-stocked colours: Trans aqua, trans 
purple.
Dimensions (mm): 73.5 dia. x 177.5
Branding dimensions (mm): 80 x 70

Quantity 120
£2.90

240
£2.75

480
£2.60

Why not add our 
‘Shaker Ball’, 
ideal for mixing 
protein shakes 
and health drinks.

See page 86 for full 
details and prices.
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H2O Active ® : Base®  Sports Bottle                             DR1401
Our bestselling bottle has an ergonomic design and large 
branding area. The bottle is made from recyclable PET material 
and is available in a selection of translucent or glossy solid 
colours. The lid is available in a choice of two styles and you 
can mix or match your lid component colours to suit your brand.
BPA free. 650ml capacity.
Branding methods: Screen
Product colours: Bottle: Black, clear, trans blue, trans 
charcoal, trans purple, trans red, white. 
Lid components: Aqua, black, blue, green, lime, orange, pink, 
purple, red, trans blue, trans lime, trans orange, trans pink, 
trans red, white, yellow. Non-stocked colours: Trans aqua, trans 
purple.
Dimensions (mm): 73.5 dia. x 224
Branding dimensions (mm): 210 x 75

Add extra value to 
your gift and promote 
a healthy lifestyle 
with our fruit 
infuser, suitable 
for all H2O Active
Sports Bottles.

Our Magnum Bags are the perfect companion to our
H2O Active ®  Sports Bottles.  See pages 210-211.

Quantity 120
£2.90

240
£2.75

480
£2.60

See page 87 for full 
details and prices.
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H2O Active ® : Pulse®  Sports Bottle                             DR1404
The Pulse Bottle has an eye-catching curved shape and is 
made from recyclable PET material. Choose from our two lid 
styles and then mix and match your lid colours to suit your 
brand. BPA free. 600ml capacity.
Branding methods: Screen
Product colours: Bottle: Trans blue, trans orange, trans yellow, 
trans red, white. 
Lid components: Aqua, black, blue, green, lime, orange, pink, 
purple, red, trans blue, trans lime, trans orange, trans pink, 
trans red, white, yellow. Non-stocked colours: Trans aqua, trans 
purple.
Dimensions (mm): 73.5 dia. x 205
Branding dimensions (mm): 230 x 55

H2O Active ® : Tempo®  Sports Bottle                           DR1402
This bottle has a stylish, slimline design and is made from 
recyclable PET material and is available in a choice of eight 
colours. Choose your lid style and component colours to suit 
your brand. BPA free. 700ml capacity.
Branding methods: Screen
Product colours: Bottle: Black, clear, trans aqua, trans blue, 
trans lime, trans pink, trans purple, white. 
Lid components: Aqua, black, blue, green, lime, orange, pink, 
purple, red, trans blue, trans lime, trans orange, trans pink, 
trans red, white, yellow. Non-stocked colours: Trans aqua, trans 
purple.
Dimensions (mm): 73.5 dia. x 239
Branding dimensions (mm): 210 x 80

Quantity 120
£2.90

240
£2.75

480
£2.60

Quantity 120
£2.90

240
£2.75

480
£2.60
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your promotions.

H2O Tritan Sports Bottle                                                DR1701
This new bottle is made from hardwearing Tritan material, 
which offers a hi-gloss flnish which is dishwasher safe. The 
600ml capacity bottle is available in blue or clear, and is then 
combined with any of the lids and accessories from the H2O 
Active range, such as the fruit infuser or shaker ball. 
Branding methods: Screen
Product colours: Bottle: Clear, trans blue. 
Lid components: Aqua, black, blue, green, lime, orange, pink, 
purple, red, trans blue, trans lime, trans orange, trans pink, 
trans red, white, yellow. Non-stocked colours: Trans aqua, trans 
purple.
Dimensions (mm): 75 dia. x 199
Branding dimensions (mm): 200 x 73

Quantity 100
£4.20

250
£3.95

500
£3.70

See page 86 for full details and prices.
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300ml Baseline ®  Bottle                                                  HP8650 
500ml Baseline®  Bottle                                                  HP8581
750ml Baseline ®  Bottle                                                  HP8582
The Baseline Bottle range is a proven bestseller for promotions, 
thanks to the amazing value for money and versatility. The 
bottles are available in three capacities; 300ml, 500ml and 
750ml and are made right here in Britain. The bottle is BPA free 
and is available in a wide range of colours. Also available in 
recycled versions containing post-consumer, food-safe recycled 
plastics. Contact us for prices.
Branding methods: Screen
Product colours: Bottle: Black, blue, clear, dark blue, green, 
lime, orange, cyan, pink, purple, red, silver, white, yellow. Lid: 
Black, blue, dark blue, green, cyan, orange, pink, purple, red, 
white, yellow. 
Dimensions (mm): 300ml: 75 dia. x 150, 500ml: 75 dia. x 175, 
750ml: 75 dia. x 230
Branding dimensions (mm): 300ml: 220 x 60, 500ml: 220 x 
90, 750ml: 220 x 115

Quantity
HP8650
HP8581
HP8582

50
£2.55
£2.85
£3.00

100
£1.70
£1.95
£2.10

250
£1.34
£1.45
£1.60 All Baseline bottles are available with a choice of 11 lid colours.

Baseline
500ml

HP8581

Baseline
300ml

HP8650

Baseline
750ml
HP8582
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pedometers on page 218.

+PLUS

We’ve refreshed the design of some of our Baseline Sports 
Bottles, to create a new version now available with a choice of 

domed lid or fiip top lid. 

Baseline®   Plus                         
Our Baseline Sports Bottle range offers you high quality 
promotional drinkware at a fantastic price. Plus we’re now 
offering you even more choice, with two fantastic lid styles. The 
end result is a stylish, UK-made sports bottle, which is BPA-free 
and dishwasher safe.
Branding method: See individual bottle pages for Baseline 
and Baseline Grip Bottles
Product colours: Bottle: See individual product pages.
Lids: Aqua, black, blue, green, lime, orange, pink, purple, red, 
white, yellow. 
Dimensions (mm): See individual product pages
Branding dimensions (mm): See individual bottle pages

Quantity
HP9985
HP9986 / HP9988
HP9987 / HP9989

50
£2.70
£3.00
£3.15

100
£1.89
£2.10
£2.25

250
£1.50
£1.60
£1.75

Why not mix and 
match the component 
colours of your lids? 
Available from 500 
pieces. 

Baseline
750ml
HP9987

Baseline
Grip
500ml
HP9988

Baseline
Grip

750ml
HP9989

Baseline
500ml
HP9986

Baseline
300ml

HP9985

Dome lid
With a soft-feel mouthpiece

Flip Lid 
With a secure closure

Available with a choice of 11 lid colours.
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Baseline® Running Bottle                                             HP8852
The Baseline Running Bottle has been designed with the avid 
runner in mind. It has a 450ml capacity and is made right here 
in Britain. The bottle is available in a range of standard colours 
and you can then choose a matching or complementary lid 
colour, according to your preference.
Branding methods: Screen
Product colours: Bottle: Black, blue, clear, green, red, white, 
yellow. Lid: Black, blue, dark blue, green, cyan, orange, pink, 
purple, red, white, yellow. 
Dimensions (mm): 75 dia. x 210
Branding dimensions (mm): 100 x 60

500ml Baseline ®  Grip Bottle                                         HP8917
750ml Baseline ®  Grip Bottle                                      HP8959
The Baseline Grip Bottle is made in the UK and is available in 
500ml and 750ml capacities. The bottle is designed to have 
comfortable flnger grips down one side, making it easier for 
the user to hold during exercise. The bottle is available in a 
selection of standard colours and your lid colour can be mixed 
or matched to suit your brand.
Branding methods: Screen
Product colours: Bottle: Black, blue, clear, green, orange, 
pink, red, white, yellow. Lid: Black, blue, dark blue, green, cyan, 
orange, pink, purple, red, white, yellow. 
Dimensions (mm): 500ml: 75 dia. x 180. 750ml: 75 dia. x 230
Branding dimensions (mm): 500ml: 110 x 115. 
750ml: 220 x 115

Quantity
HP8917
HP8959

50
£2.85
£3.00

100
£1.95
£2.10

250
£1.45
£1.60

Quantity 50
£2.89

100
£2.00

250
£1.59
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Foldable Sports Bottle                                                    LE9644
The Foldable Sports Bottle is a great choice for outdoor 
activities and events. It has a roll-up design allowing the bottle 
to be packed away for easy storage once empty. It features 
a durable metal eyelet and carabiner clip which adds to the 
appearance of quality. It has a 475ml capacity and is BPA free, 
dishwasher safe and freezable.
Branding methods: Screen
Product colours: Blue, clear, lime, purple 
Dimensions (mm): 119 x 265
Branding dimensions (mm):  80 x 105

Economy Foldable Sports Bottle                                 DR1512
Our Economy Foldable Sports Bottle is a bestselling 
promotional bottle. It has a popular design, offers great value 
for money, plus you have a choice from our selection of vibrant 
colours. It has a roll-up design, which can be secured with the 
carabiner clip for compact storage. 400ml capacity.
Branding methods: Screen
Product colours: Black, metallic silver, trans blue, trans lime, 
trans orange, trans purple, trans red, white
Dimensions (mm): 120 x 268
Branding dimensions (mm): 80 x 85

Folds away for 
compact

storage

Quantity 100
£2.20

250
£2.05

500
£1.95

Quantity 250
£1.30

500
£1.25

1000
£1.18

Get your brand seen out and about with our brilliant bags 
on pages 200-219.

Splash Water Bottle                                                        DR1406
This budget-friendly water bottle is perfectly designed to 
flt within drinks holders on most bikes. It has a good-sized 
branding area and is available in three solid colours with a 
matching lid, or clear with a black lid. It has a secure screw-flx 
lid which can be attached to a bag or carabiner clip.
Branding methods: Screen
Product colours: Blue, clear, red, white
Dimensions (mm): 70 dia. x 220
Branding dimensions (mm): 70 x 60

Can Cup                                                                            DR1405
The Can Cup has a fantastic modern design, as it has been 
styled to look like a flzzy drinks can. It has a double-walled 
design, with a clear outer layer which shows through to the 
coloured inner layer underneath. The solid coloured lid has a 
smooth opening mechanism and the cup has a 300ml capacity.
Branding methods: Screen
Product colours: Blue, cyan, light green, pink, purple, 
red, white
Dimensions (mm): 75 dia. x 145 
Branding dimensions (mm): 200 x 60

Quantity 250
£1.85

500
£1.75

1000
£1.65

Quantity 100
£3.00

250
£2.75

500
£2.49
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Drinkware

500ml Protein Shaker                                                     HP8784
Our practical protein shakers are ideal for promoting health 
initiatives, sports events or just for encouraging users to adopt 
a healthy lifestyle. They feature measuring increments down the 
side, plus they have a secure water-tight seal.
They have a good sized branding area for your corporate logo.
Branding methods: Screen
Product colours: Lid: Black, blue, pink, red
Dimensions (mm): 98 dia. x 165
Branding dimensions (mm): 50 x 70

4 Pint Pitcher                                                                   HP8780
This drinks pitcher is made from Polycarbonate material which 
is virtually unbreakable. The pitcher is available in clear only and 
can be pad printed in up to four spot colours.
Branding methods: Pad
Product colours: Clear
Dimensions (mm): 190 dia. x 264
Branding dimensions (mm): 50 x 70

Stacking Jug                                                                    HP8955
Our UK-made Stacking Jugs are made from virtually 
unbreakable Polycarbonate material for long-lasting promotions.
They have a stackable design making them the perfect solution 
for large events. Available with or without measurement scale.
Branding methods: Pad
Product colours: Clear
Dimensions (mm): 150 dia. x 266
Branding dimensions (mm): Side: 60 dia. Front: 50 x 70

Quantity 50
£4.80

100
£3.65

250
£3.10

Quantity 25
£13.25

50
£11.49

100
£9.95

Quantity 25
£11.65

50
£9.95

100
£8.45
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Stadium Cup                                                                    DR1201
The British-made Stadium Cup is a modern and stylish 
promotional drinkware item. It has an ultra-durable double-
walled design and a large branding area, making it the perfect 
choice for promotions. The cup has a 350ml capacity and it is 
available in a stunning range of translucent colours.
It’s supplied with a soft-feel fiexible straw.
Branding methods: Screen
Product colours: Cup: Trans aqua, trans dark blue, trans 
fuchsia, trans lime, trans orange, trans purple, trans red, trans 
white. Straw: Clear
Dimensions (mm): 95 dia. x 150
Branding dimensions (mm): 228 x 73

Quantity 120
£3.65

240
£3.45

480
£3.25

Brite-Americano®  Stadium Cup                                    DR1630
This innovative new promotional cup takes the fantastic styling 
of our popular Stadium Cup and combines it with the full colour 
branding possiblities of our Brite-Americano Mug. We mould 
your full-colour design into a solid white mug, then add a 
colourful lid and fiexible straw. The double-walled design makes 
it very durable. 350ml capacity.
Branding methods: In mould labelling
Product colours: Cup: White. Lid: Trans aqua, trans dark blue, 
trans fuchsia, trans lime, trans orange, trans purple, trans red, 
trans white. Straw: Clear
Dimensions (mm): 95 dia. x 150
Branding dimensions (mm): 236 x 132

Quantity
DR1630

240
£6.76

480
£4.60

960
£4.24

Also available: The Brite-Stadium Cup 
(DR1521) features full-colour print with our 
trans coloured cup and lid.*

For more items with our full colour Brite™ process. See pages 
122-127.

Quantity
DR1521

1440
£5.60

2460
£4.05

2980
£3.75
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Arena Cup                                                                        DR1301
This budget-friendly promotional drinking cup is made right 
here in the UK. It’s available in a huge choice of colours, with 
the option of either translucent or solid coloured plastic. It has 
a good-sized branding area for your company logo. 375ml 
capacity.
Branding methods: Screen
Product colours: Aqua, blue, green, lime, mid-blue, orange, 
pink, purple, red, trans aqua, trans dark blue, trans fuchsia, 
trans lime, trans orange, trans purple, trans red, trans white, 
white, yellow
Dimensions (mm):  82 dia. x 132
Branding dimensions (mm): 215 x 65

Plastic Beakers                                                 HP8345/HP8918
These low cost plastic beakers are made from hardwearing 
polypropylene material. They’re available in two capacities, 
300ml and 400ml, with both sizes offering fantastic branding 
possibilities. We offer these cups in a choice of translucent and
frosted colours.
Branding methods: Screen
Product colours: Frost blue, frost clear, frost green, frost 
orange, frost pink, frost yellow, frost purple (recycled material 
available from 500 pieces)
Dimensions (mm): 300ml: 75 dia. x 116, 400ml: 85 dia. x 110
Branding dimensions (mm): 300ml: 170 x 90, 400ml: 220 x 80

HP8345
(300ml)

Quantity 500
78p

1000
73p

2500
69p

HP8918 
(400ml)

Quantity
HP8345
HP8918

250
£1.15
£1.25

500
90p
99p

1000
79p
89p
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Classic Mug                                                                     DR0001
Supreme Mug                                                                  DR0002
Standard Mug                                                                  DR0003
Keep your brand in prime position on your customers’ desks 
with our bestselling British-made Plastic Mugs. These mugs 
have been a promotional favourite for years thanks to their great 
designs, durability and brilliant branding areas. Choose from 
our stylishly rounded Classic Mug (300ml), the modern tapered 
design of our Supreme Mug (350ml) or the popular Standard 
Mug (300ml). Each design is made from food-safe plastics and 
is dishwasher safe.
Branding methods: Screen
Product colours: Aqua, black, blue, clear, green, lime, orange, 
pink, purple, red, white, yellow
Dimensions (mm): DR0001: 85 x 90, DR0002: 90 x 100, 
DR0003: 85 x 85
Branding dimensions (mm): DR0001: 189 x 56, DR0002: 175 
x 80, DR0003: 173 x 67

Standard

 DR0001

 DR0002

 DR0003

Gift box available,
contact us for
prices.Quantity 120

£3.39
240

£2.50
480

£2.30

Every mug needs a coaster! See our range on pages 120-122.
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Ashland Water Bottle                                                  DR1623
The Ashland Water bottle is part of the premium quality 
Contigo drinkware range. It has been designed with patented 
Autospout®  technology which allows for convenient one-handed 
drinking. The bottle is leak-proof, with a button-lock to prevent 
accidental opening. It’s made from durable BPA-free Tritan 
material and it includes an integrated straw which reaches right 
to the bottom of the bottle. To top it all off, this water bottle is 
dishwasher safe. 720ml capacity.
Branding methods: Screen
Product colours: Stocked colours: Monaco blue/grey, smoke/
grey. Non-stocked colours: Citron/white, red/grey, sangria/white
Dimensions (mm): 70 x 265
Branding dimensions (mm): 110 x 73

Quantity 48
£17.65

96
£16.90

144
£16.19
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West Loop Thermal Mug                                            DR1621
The West Loop Thermal Mug offers the high quality and stylish 
design that the Contigo brand is known for. It has Autoseal ®  
technology for a 100% spill and leak proof drinking experience.
Simply press the button to sip from the cup and release to seal.
The West Loop drinking mug uses vacuum-insulated 
technology to keep drinks hot for up to 5 hours and beverages 
cool for up to 12 hours. 470ml capacity. BPA free.
Branding methods: Screen
Product colours: Stocked colours: Matt black, Monaco matt 
blue, stainless steel. Non-stocked colours: Caribbean sea, polar 
white, raspberry, red, TM gunmetal
Dimensions (mm): 90 x 200
Branding dimensions (mm): 225 x 50

Quantity
Mug only
With gift box

24
£27.60
£28.85

48
£26.44
£27.65

96
£25.29
£26.45

Byron Thermal Mug                                                    DR1622
The Byron Thermal Mug has a sturdy, vacuum-insulated mug 
design for keeping drinks hot for up to 6 hours and cold for up 
to 12 hours. The stainless steel Byron mug is leak proof thanks 
to the patented Snapseal™ technology. Simply push up the 
lever to open and snap back to close the seal. 470ml capacity.
Branding methods: Screen
Product colours: Stocked colours: Deep blue, gunmetal. Non-
stocked colours: Lime, red
Dimensions (mm): 81 x 186
Branding dimensions (mm): 230 x 50

Quantity 48
£19.90

96
£19.09

144
£18.29
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Our Americano range of UK-made drinkware has been designed exclusively for the promotional market, and offers 
you a selection of stylish designs, hardwearing materials and lots of amazing print opportunities! 

LE9575 Americano®  Thermal Mug

DR1413 Brite-Americano ®  Thermal Mug

DR1508 Americano®  Medio Mug
DR1514 Brite-Americano®  Medio Mug

DR1509 Americano®  Primo Mug
DR1515 Brite-Americano®  Primo Mug

LE9704 Americano®  Grande Thermal Mug
DR1415 Brite-Americano®  Grande Thermal Mug
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Promotional drinkware offers huge opportunities for 
your promotional campaign. And with the Americano 
family, you’re spoilt for choice! 

We have a huge range of styles, shapes and colours 
to choose from, so you’re sure to flnd the perfect 
piece of quality drinkware for your promotional 
campaign. What’s more, you can mix and match 
component colours to create something completely 
bespoke to your brand. 

The entire range is BPA-free, ultra-durable and
 top-rack dishwasher safe. 

Read on to discover the Americano range.... 

Turn the 
page to 

view the full 
range!
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Domed Lid                                                     LE9575LID
Our standard Americano lid is available with a full colour domed 
label to further personalise your promotional gift.  Available with 
our original and Grande mugs (standard and Brite versions).
Branding methods: Domed (full colour process)
Branding dimensions: 40 dia.

Price to add to your mug: 45p (Cannot be sold separately)

Card Packaging                                            LE9575CA
Our branded card packaging offers even more exposure for your 
brand and is the perfect flnishing touch to your promotional mug. 
Available with our original Americano and Brite-Americano Mugs.
Branding methods: Litho
Branding dimensions: 496 x 94

Quantity 120
£2.00

240
£1.25

480
85p

The Americano Family brings you lots of choice and some hot new accessories for 2017!

StixToGo                                                            DR1700
StixToGo is designed to prevent spillages and can also be used to 
stir the drink inside. Available with all mugs in the Americano family 
(not sold separately). The standard message reads ‘DRINK ME’ 
or we can offer a bespoke message (from 5000 pieces).
Product colours: Black, white (other colours from 5000 pieces)
Dimensions (mm): 23 x 109

Quantity 120
17p

240
15p

480
13p 

(Cannot be sold separately)

(Cannot be sold separately)
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Tyre Grip                                                            DR1704
Our Brite-Americano Mug is now available with a chunky new 
black grip with a debossed tyre design, adding extra value to 
your promotional mug. We can offer a bespoke version from 
1000 pieces, subject to a 14-16 week lead-time. 
Product colours: Black

Price to add to your mug: 75p (Cannot be sold separately)

Americano®  Spill-proof Lid                                DR1702
The original Americano Mug is now available with a spill-proof 
lid, at extra cost. It has a secure fiip lid to close the drink and 
prevent spillages when out-and-about. 
Product colours: Black, white

Price to add to your mug: £1.19 (Cannot be sold separately)

Turn the page to view the original Americano®  range.
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Americano®  Mug                 LE9575
The bestselling Americano Thermal Mug is available in a choice 
of 13 solid colours and 8 translucent colours for the mug 
body. You can then choose to have your mug with or without 
the silicone grip, available in 13 colours. If you would like your 
design printed directly onto the mug, you have a huge branding 
area and we can print in up to 6 spot colours. Finally choose 
from 12 colour options for your lid, to perfectly complement your 
thermal mug. The mug is top-rack dishwasher safe, microwave 
safe and BPA free, with a 350ml capacity.
Branding methods: Screen
Product colours: See colour chart
Dimensions (mm):  95 dia. x 155
Branding dimensions (mm):  Mug: 228 x 73. Grip: 50 x 50

Americano® colour options:

MUG:

Solid:

Trans:

Brite:

LID:

Standard:

Spill-proof:

GRIP:

Quantity
With grip
Without grip

120
£3.70
£3.65

240
£3.50
£3.40

480
£3.35
£3.25
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Quantity 240
£6.50

480
£4.25

960
£3.75

Brite-Americano®  Thermal Mug                                  DR1413
Our Brite-Americano offers all of the great features of the 
original Americano; double-walled design, exceptional durability 
and modern-styling, but with your full colour design wrapped 
all the way around the mug! Our incredible Brite™ technology 
means that your design is moulded into the product, creating 
a long-lasting way to display your message. Choose from our 
great selection of lid colours to complement your design. It has 
a 350ml capacity and is BPA free.
Branding methods: In-mould labelling 
Product colours: Mug: White. Lid: Aqua, black, blue, green, 
lime, mid-blue, orange, pink, purple, red, white, yellow
Dimensions (mm): 95 dia. x 155
Branding dimensions (mm): 236 x 132

Why not switch your lid for our spill proof version? 
See page 105 for details.
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Americano® Medio Mug                                                DR1508
Brite-Americano®  Medio Mug                                      DR1514
The Medio Mug beneflts from the fantastic styling of our original 
Americano Mug. It has a single walled design and is available 
in a range of glossy colours. It’s supplied with a silicone grip (as 
standard) and a clip-on lid with a matt flnish. Our Brite version 
offers full colour wraparound print to the mug body. Both versions 
are top-rack dishwasher safe, BPA free and have a 300ml 
capacity.
Branding methods: Grip: Screen. Mug: Screen, in-mould 
labelling (DR1514)
Product colours: Mug: Full colour wrap to white mug only 
(DR1514) or aqua, black, blue, green, lime, orange, pink, 
purple, red, white, yellow. Grip and lid: Aqua, black, blue, green, 
lime, orange, pink, purple, red, silver (grip only), white, yellow.
Dimensions (mm):  86 dia. x 124
Branding dimensions (mm):  Grip: 50 x 20. Mug: 150 x 10 
(screen), 222 x 105 (in-mould labelling)

®

Quantity
DR1508
Quantity
DR1514

120
£2.70

240
£4.45

240
£2.49

480
£3.20

480
£2.35

960
£2.70

Americano® Primo / Medio colour options:

MUG:

Solid:

Brite:

LID:

GRIP:

Available with 
StixToGo go 
accessory.
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Americano®  Primo Mug                                                DR1509
Brite-Americano®  Primo Mug                                      DR1515
The bestselling Americano Primo Mug is designed speciflcally 
for use with hot drinks vending machines, making the perfect 
choice for work places. The mug has a glossy flnish in a range 
of colours and is supplied with a silicone grip and a matt flnish 
clip-on lid. The Brite version has your full colour design moulded 
into the mug body for a durable promotional item. The mug is 
BPA free, top-rack dishwasher safe and has a 250ml capacity.
Branding methods: Grip: Screen. Mug: In-mould labelling 
(DR1515)
Product colours: Mug: Full colour wrap to white mug only 
(DR1515) or aqua, black, blue, green, lime, orange, pink, 
purple, red, white, yellow. Grip and lid: Aqua, black, blue, green, 
lime, orange, pink, purple, red, silver (grip only), white, yellow.
Dimensions (mm):  86 dia. x 100
Branding dimensions (mm):  Grip: 50 x 20. Mug: 230 x 80 
(in-mould labelling)

®

®

Quantity
DR1509
Quantity
DR1515

120
£2.45

240
£4.20

240
£2.25

480
£2.99

480
£2.10

960
£2.45

For more desktop essentials take a look at pages 66-83.
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Americano®  Grande Thermal Mug                              LE9704
Brite-Americano®  Grande Thermal Mug                   DR1415
The Americano Grande brings the traditional style of a thermal 
mug bang up-to-date, thanks to its modern design and huge 
choice of colour combinations. It has a double-walled design for 
keeping beverages warm and has an integrated handle, in either 
black or white (as standard). The outer mug layer is available in a 
range of solid and translucent colour options, and it’s supplied with 
a secure screw-flx lid. The Brite version has our full colour in-mould 
labelling process. The mug is BPA free, top-rack dishwasher safe 
and has a 350ml capacity.
Branding methods: Screen, in-mould labelling (DR1415)
Product colours: See colour chart
Dimensions (mm): 95 dia. x 165
Branding dimensions (mm): 228 x 73 (screen), 236 x 132 
(in-mould labelling)

Quantity
DR1415

240
£6.90

480
£4.60

960
£4.10

Americano® Grande colour options:

MUG:

Inner & Handle:

Solid:

Trans:

Brite:

LID:

Coloured inner & handle 
available from 960 pieces.

Quantity
LE9704

120
£4.00

240
£3.85

480
£3.70
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Tracker Mug                                                                     LE7353
The Tracker Mug has practical design that’s ideal for promoting 
your brand, whilst your customers are on the move. It features a 
textured rubberised base with a glossy top section, in a choice 
of black or white. It has a secure-flx black lid and a 400ml 
capacity.
Branding methods: Screen
Product colours:  Black, white
Dimensions (mm): 72 dia. x 205
Branding dimensions (mm): 173 x 27

Coloured Thermo Mug                                                   LE5433
The Coloured Thermo Mug is designed to keep drinks warm 
for long periods. It features a secure-fastened black lid and a 
strong handle. Choose from our blue, red or white colour 
options to suit your brand.
Branding methods: Screen
Product colours: Blue, red, white
Dimensions (mm): 85 dia. x 160
Branding dimensions (mm): 165 x 45

Travel Mug                                                                        LE5315
This Travel Mug is a proven bestseller as a corporate gift, 
thanks to its high perceived value at a great price.
It has a brushed chrome flnish for a stylish look, with a black 
handle, base and secure-fastened lid.
Branding methods: Screen, engraved
Product colours: Brushed chrome
Dimensions (mm):  85 dia. x 160
Branding dimensions (mm): 165 x 45 (screen)

Quantity 100
£7.45

250
£7.15

500
£6.90

Quantity 100
£3.20

250
£3.09

500
£2.95

Quantity 100
£3.69

250
£3.59

500
£2.40

For more ‘on-the-move’ promotional gifts, take a look at our 
power banks on pages 56-59.
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S

Lincoln Mug                                                              KERLINC05
The tall slim Lincoln Mugs give you a stylish alternative to the 
usual ceramic mugs. Available on our express service.
Branding methods: Direct screen print 
Product colours: White
Dimensions (mm): 107 x 73
Branding dimensions (mm): 150 x 65

Qty 72
£2.44

108
£2.10

252
£1.74

Corporate Mug                                                 KERCORP04

The Corporate Mug holds the core shape of the stylish Marrow 
mug whilst attaining the angular lines of the Sparta mug handle. 
Ideal for offlces and businesses it’s a promotional mug that will 
stand out on any desk. Price shown is 
for white glaze, coloured glaze costs extra.
Branding methods: Direct screen print 
Product colours: Black, white
Dimensions (mm): 116 x 70
Branding dimensions (mm): 150 x 55

Qty 72
£2.44

108
£2.10

252
£1.74

Wycombe Dye Sublimation Mug                    KERWYCDYE03

Another black colour mug for our Dye Sublimation range. Similar 
to the Durham it provides a platform to show off your message. 
Available on our express service.
Branding methods: Dye sublimation
Product colours: Black
Dimensions (mm): 95 x 81
Branding dimensions (mm): 215 x 85

Qty 72
£4.07

108
£3.87

252
£3.52

Deco Dye Sublimation Mug                             KERDECDYE02
The stylish Deco gets the full colour treatment. Dye Sub allows 
full colour photographic designs with the most vivid colours. 
Curve charge on artwork may apply.
Branding methods: Dye sublimation
Product colours: White
Dimensions (mm): 95 x 85
Branding dimensions (mm): 220 x 95

Qty 72
£3.87

108
£3.62

252
£3.27

Durham Dye Sublimation Mug                        KERDURDYE01
The most popular of our Dye Sub shapes. Dye Sub allows full 
colour designs with the most vivid colours. Available on our 
express service.
Branding methods: Dye sublimation
Product colours: White
Dimensions (mm): 93 x 80
Branding dimensions (mm): 225 x 82

Qty 72
£3.42

108
£3.12

252
£2.82

Marrow Mug                                                              KERMAR08
The tall modern styling of the Marrow Mug will certainly grab 
everyone’s attention. Available in 6 glazes all of which are 
available on our Express service. Price is based on white mug. 
Additional charge will apply for coloured mug.
Branding methods: Direct screen print 
Product colours: Black, midnight blue, 
red duo, refiex blue, white, yellow
Dimensions (mm): 107 x 85
Branding dimensions (mm): 185 x 40

Qty 72
£2.79

108
£2.44

252
£2.07

Bell Mug                                                                     KERBEL07
The unique Bell Mug is an attractive alternative to the usual 
styles of the earthenware shapes. Available in 4 glazes, all of 
which are available on our express service. Price is based on 
white mug. Additional charge will apply for coloured mug.
Branding methods: Direct screen print 
Product colours: Black, midnight blue, 
white, yellow
Dimensions (mm): 93 x 80
Branding dimensions (mm): 185 x 40

Qty 72
£2.44

108
£2.10

252
£1.74

Atlantic Mug                                                      KERATL06
A straight mug with a slightly exaggerated lip and a comfortable 
sized handle, the perfect giveaway to sit on any desk. Available 
on our Express service.
Branding methods: Direct screen print 
Product colours: White
Dimensions (mm): 93 x 81
Branding dimensions (mm): 185 x 70

Qty 72
£2.44

108
£2.10

252
£1.74

Titan Mug                                                                KERTITAN09
This large capacity mug is tall yet slim. Its straight sides allow 
you to maximise the print area. Price shown is for white glaze, 
coloured glaze cost extra.
Branding methods: Direct screen print
Product colours: Black, red, white
Dimensions (mm): 126 x 80
Branding dimensions (mm): 185 x 70

Qty 72
£3.38

108
£3.06

252
£2.77

Quantum Mug                                                        KERQUAN10
The Quantum has a stylish angular handle along with a rippled 
textured base. This will stand out from the crowd. Price shown is 
for white glaze, coloured glaze cost extra.
Branding methods: Direct screen print 
Product colours: Black, white
Dimensions (mm): 113 x 90
Branding dimensions (mm): 210 x 45

Qty 72
£3.04

108
£2.72

252
£2.43
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Cambridge Mug                                                        KERCAM15
The Cambridge Mug’s simple straight lines make it a perfect 
low cost giveaway to all, available in many stock glazes, all of 
which are available on our express service. Price is based on 
white mug. Additional charge will apply for coloured mug.
Branding methods: Direct screen print 
Product colours: Available in 16 colours, 
contact us for more information.
Dimensions (mm): 93 x 80
Branding dimensions (mm): 185 x 70

Qty 72
£2.44

108
£2.10

252
£1.74

Belfast Mug                                                              KERBLFT14
The Belfast Mug has an iconic rounded curvy shape with a large 
sturdy handle. Its wide rim, slender base and sweeping curves 
are pleasing to the eye and makes it the perfect promotional 
mug for your brand.
Branding methods: Transfer print
Product colours: White
Dimensions (mm): 105 x 95
Branding dimensions (mm): 240 x 70

Qty 72
£3.95

108
£3.64

252
£3.21

Paris Porcelain Mug                                                 KERPAR13
The Paris porcelain mug is a versatile mug which can be 
customised with a red, blue, green or black silicone rubber base. 
This adds a splash of colour to your promotional mug, it also 
provides extra grip to help keep the mug stable on all surfaces.
Branding methods: Direct screen print 
Product colours: White with black, blue, 
green or red silicone base.
Dimensions (mm): 85 x 85
Branding dimensions (mm): 
160 x 40
Qty 72

£3.10
108

£2.79
252

£2.51

New Wave Villeroy & Boch Mug                          KERNWAV12
This fantastic porcelain mug boasts a
delightful sweeping handle that looks 
great from all angles. 
A quality product from Villeroy & Boch.
Branding methods: Transfer print
Product colours: White
Dimensions (mm): 113 x 90
Branding dimensions (mm): 40 x 40

Qty 12
£11.73

48
£11.59

72
£11.45

Darwin Mug                                                                KERDAR11
The Darwin is the perfect size for all, not too big and not too 
small. Price shown is for white glaze, coloured glaze cost extra.
Branding methods: Direct screen print 
Product colours: Black, white
Dimensions (mm): 91 x 76
Branding dimensions (mm): 180 x 35

Qty 72
£2.38

108
£2.06

252
£1.78

Opal Bone China Mug                                                KEROP20
The Opal Mug is a classical slimline bone china mug. A popular 
choice for the promotional and corporate market.
Branding methods: Direct screen print 
Product colours: White
Dimensions (mm): 104 x 77
Branding dimensions (mm): 150 x 65

Qty 72
£3.00

108
£2.68

252
£2.39

Marlborough Bone China Mug                             KERMARL19
The Marlborough Mug combines classic mug design with the 
flner texture of bone china.
Branding methods: Direct screen print 
Product colours: White
Dimensions (mm): 94 x 80
Branding dimensions (mm): 185 x 65

Qty 72
£3.00

108
£2.68

252
£2.39

Deco Mug                                                                   KERDEC18
The Deco Mug has a highly angular shape. This jazzy style will 
certainly make you stand out from the rest. 325ml capacity.
Branding methods: Direct screen print 
Product colours: White
Dimensions (mm): 95 x 85
Branding dimensions (mm): 195 x 45

Qty 72
£2.84

108
£2.49

252
£2.12

Quadra Mug                                                           KERQUAD17
The angular lines of the Quadra Mug make an attention 
grabbing platform for your message. Price is based on white 
mug.
Branding methods: Transfer print
Product colours: White
Dimensions (mm): 105 x 86
Branding dimensions (mm): 40 x 40

Qty 72
£3.96

108
£3.63

252
£3.18

Sparta Mug                                                                 KERSPA16
The most popular mug in the industry, the Sparta Mug is 
available in 6 stock flnishes all of which are available on our 
Express service. Price is based on white mug.  Additional 
charge will apply for coloured mug.
Branding methods: Direct screen print 
Product colours: Black, midnight blue, 
red duo, refiex blue, white, yellow
Dimensions (mm): 93 x 80
Branding dimensions (mm): 185 x 70

Qty 72
£2.44

108
£2.10

252
£1.74

S

A promotional mug is sure to keep your brand on customers’ desks!


